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INTRODUCTION TO WHEATNET-IP

WHEATNET-IP
Welcome to the Intelligent Network

We looked at the world of AoIP Networking
and thought long and hard before jumping
in. The stuff that was out there was OK, but
left a LOT of room for improvement. For
starters, the way the workload is distributed
had to change. Rather than having a single
source call the shots, we thought it important
to have distributed intelligence built into
WheatNet-IP. What this means is that every
BLADE (or node) has the DNA of the entire
network and can operate in any position
on the network. It means that the network
can configure itself, as every BLADE is selfaware. It means the network can heal itself
- if a BLADE fails (fat chance) just put a new
one in its place and watch it set itself up. We
also incorporated gigabit Ethernet speed
giving you 10x the bandwidth of the common
stock. WheatNet-IP’s Intelligent Network is
what the industry has been waiting for.

“Intelligent network,” a network using architecture
with “distributed intelligence”

The front panel setup wizard in each BLADE gets
you up and running in moments. Extensive front
panel metering and status indicators provide quick
confirmation that all is well.
WheatNet-IP’s NAVIGATOR Administration and
Control Software and web interface let you further
customize and control your system, locally or
remotely.
Each BLADE carries a complete map of the entire
connected network in its onboard CPU flash RAM
— this allows BLADEs to be quickly and easily
replaced in a network. Assign an ID # to a BLADE
and connect it to the network — it will query
the other connected BLADEs and import all the
necessary configuration settings. No external PC
required!

Advantages

Broadcasters who connect their studios with an AoIP network
can make their facilities more efficient and flexible. But to take
full advantage of the capabilities of these networks, a second
control layer is needed. Up until now, AoIP technology has been
deployed in two steps: first the transport layer, which carries
the IP audio is built, and then a second, optional control layer,
usually running on networked PCs, is added on top. But the
next generation of AoIP networks combine the two from
the start.

WheatNet-IP has numerous real benefits in
the broadcast environment. These fall into four
main categories: flexibility, control, security, and
efficiency.

AUDIO
COMMANDCONTROLLOGIC

CONTROL

A PC runs the control layer
VS

•W
 eb browser interface for easy control
from remote locations

WHEATNET-IP NEXT-GENERATION
AOIP NETWORK TECHNOLOGY:

•C
 omprehensive monitoring of the entire
system
Control
• Logic (GPI I/O) built into every BLADE

No PC (and less wiring) needed as the
intelligence is built into the network itself

•A
 ll BLADEs are linkable units that communicate with each
other via a single CAT-6 over Gigabit Ethernet protocol
using standard layer 2 or 3 Ethernet switches
•A
 ll BLADEs are designed to interface seamlessly with
Wheatstone’s existing Control Surfaces, the Wheatstone
GLASS-E Virtual Console, Wheatstone console control
panels, most of the popular automation systems and
streaming audio
•W
 ith Wheatstone’s WheatNet-PC driver installed in your
automation system computers, you can eliminate the
expensive sound card and tons of wiring with a single
CAT-6 cable to your WheatNet-IP network for two-way
audio, console control, and routing
•S
 tart with a single BLADE as a 16x16 router, add a studio
control surface with two or three BLADEs and a Gigabit
Ethernet switch, then expand your WheatNet-IP network to
thousands of channels

•T
 wo built-in mixers in every BLADE for
summing, splitting, submixing.

•A
 dding and changing hardware and I/O
capacity is a snap. Be spontaneous.

COMMANDCONTROLLOGICAUDIO

•W
 heatNet-IP is comprised of hardware BLADEs — these
handle I/O in various configurations as well as other tasks
such as processing and mix engine duties

• Simplify your wiring and infrastructure

•P
 Cs, codecs, processors, controllers,
and other devices connect directly to the
network

COMMANDCONTROLLOGIC
Centrally controlled
network architecture

Flexibility

•C
 onsoles can be reconfigured instantly for
multi-purpose use

FIRST-GENERATION AOIP NETWORK TECHNOLOGY:

Creating a network to link audio and control many
different sources in many different locations
— studios, control rooms, production suites,
newsrooms, TOC, automation, streaming, STL
penthouse — is a daunting task. Doing it on a
budget is even tougher. Prior to WheatNet-IP
Audio, doing it without a graduate degree in IT
was pretty much impossible.
WheatNet-IP Audio is THE rock-solid, ultra-fast
solution for bringing your traditional broadcast
engineering functions into an IT-based network.
Setup is easy, intuitive, and takes only a few
minutes until you’re on the air.

Why the Integrated Control Layer is Important

• Each BLADE has front panel meters

The system becomes one integrated audio ecosystem. Users interact
with it as an entity and have greater control and capability because
each component of the system is always linked in and available from
anywhere on the network. Just as a large computer network benefits
from centralized administration and control, so does an AoIP network.
Any node, control surface, or application that is not directly controlled
becomes time consuming and difficult to deal with, just as orphaned
printers, drives, or modems do in a computer network. Devices
isolated from networked control ultimately limit flexibility, reliability,
and creativity.
When all of the devices in the system are true IP devices, installation
and maintenance are simplified. Every device uses a common Ethernet
cable and plugs into an Ethernet switch. No special serial cables and
distribution systems or logic adapter cards and breakout boxes are
needed. Changing logic functionality means clicking on a computer
screen, even from a remote location, rather than punching down wires
or sending configuration files as is needed in older systems.
Because each member of the system is able to see and interact with
all of the other members, complex features and dynamic, conditional
functionality can be user programmed; things like wholesale station
reformatting, studio switching, or changing audio processing when a
certain mic turns on can be easily achieved, all over the single CAT6
cable that is already in place for the audio connection.
Just as audio processing has evolved beyond a simple equalizer or
compressor, today’s most advanced AoIP systems have progressed
beyond simply sending audio over a network. They can provide
unparalleled control for unleashing the creativity, responsiveness and
flexibility needed to succeed in the most competitive of environments.

•E
 ach BLADE has a front panel headphone
jack with amplifier and volume control
•R
 emote access means that every “oops”
doesn’t require a trip to the station
•S
 ophisticated logic functionality for
remote control of 2-way push-to-talk,
door buzzers, coffee machines? You
name it.
Security
•F
 ault-tolerant, self-healing, and robust
due to distributed intelligence
•S
 ilence detection and automatic switching
are available at every BLADE
Efficiency
•O
 ne box, many functions - the Swiss Army
BLADE
•D
 rivers and partner interfaces allow direct
connections to the network
• Never see a distribution amplifier again
•C
 onsoles adapt and reconfigure instantly
for different shows. Consolidate easily!
•C
 reating submixes to bypass automation
around the console requires no extra
hardware.
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TECHNICAL INFO

LX-24 Architecture:
WHEATNET-IP
An Overview of the AoIP Audio Ecosystem

Why WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network Is
SO Much Better
Whether you’re setting up a new build, updating
your analog facility or are replacing your
outdated Audio-over-IP system with one that
can accommodate ALL your needs, NOW is the
time to bring your facility into the 21st century
with Wheatstone’s proven AoIP environment,
WheatNet-IP. Designed from the ground up by
the folks who defined audio networking for radio
and production, WheatNet-IP is the single best
thing you can do for your station.
WheatNet-IP is called the “Intelligent Network”
for a few reasons:
1. The front panel setup wizard in each BLADE
gets you up and running in moments. Extensive
front panel metering and status indicators
provide quick confirmation that all is well.
WheatNet-IP’s NAVIGATOR Administration and
Control Software and web interface let you
further customize and control your system,
locally or remotely.
2. Every BLADE carries the DNA of your entire
network. If you need to replace one, its
replacement will recover its configuration from
the network.
3. There is virtually no latency – that means
there is no lag to throw your game off. And it
operates FULLY at Gigabit speed.
4. It’s no more expensive than the other guys - in
fact, it CAN save you LOTS of money.
5. Unlike other systems, WheatNet-IP manages
audio by sending it to where it’s needed AS it’s
needed. Imagine all the audio streams running
to every device on your network at the same
time. Confusing and system-bogging to say
the least. WheatNet-IP solves this by sending
only the audio you are asking for when you
need it, in real time. This makes the network
infinitely more efficient, cleaner, faster and
more reliable. WheatNet-IP embraces the
relevant standards and FULLY IMPLEMENTS
the IGMP standard.
6. Each and every BLADE has built in intelligence
for router control, logic control, gain control,
utility mixing and silence detection and
switching. This eliminates the need (and
expense) for a lot of the extras that other
systems need to make their gear work.
7. Everything you need comes from Wheatstone.
We can help you design, install, set up and
maintain the system so there are never any
surprises...except happiness.

Where To Start...The Control Surface

Control Surface(s)

Automation
Wheatstone E-6/E-4

As with your traditional on-air or production studio, the first thing to
consider is the mixing console. Wheatstone’s control surfaces ARE the
consoles, when combined with mix engines and assorted BLADES (see
below) that handle I/O, processing or other tasks.
With WheatNet-IP, you can start simple or go full-blown. A control surface,
mix engine/audio interface is no more expensive than a digital board and
offers MUCH greater functionality. Expanding is a snap - just add I/O or
specialty BLADES and/or more control surfaces wherever you need them
(annex studio, newsroom, production suite, streaming rack, etc.). That’s
when you begin to realize how seamless and powerful the Intelligent
Network really is. Imagine access to audio anywhere in your facility
from ANY control surface. Imagine interfacing your automation with no
sound card, external logic connections or added routers. Imagine having
processing wherever and whenever you need it – mics, program, remotes
or headphones. If you can imagine it, you can do it with WheatNet-IP.

Wheatstone
E-1

MM
MacroMedia

Wheatstone
Sideboard

Audioarts
IP-12

Vorsis Processing
Wheatstone AirAura

Wheatstone LX-24

I/O BLADES

Specialty BLADES
Ethernet Switch

Next...BLADES: What They Are and WHY You Need Them
BLADES are WheatNet-IP’s intelligent interfaces and are the heart of the
WheatNet-IP network. They are exceptionally intelligent and each BLADE
knows what it’s supposed to do AND what all the others are doing.
BLADES offer distributed intelligence across the entire network instead of
having all the nodes on the network waiting for commands from a single
brain. This makes for a super-efficient system that can literally handle any
routing and logic tasks you have. It also eliminates the need for dedicated
router devices which other systems rely on that can add great cost to
a system. Each contains full intelligence for router control, logic control,
gain control, utility mixing (2 utility mixers), silence detection and switching
(among other things).
For I/O, there are analog, digital, analog/digital I/O BLADES, a Mic BLADE
with 8 XLR inputs, and the MADI BLADE, which allows up to 64 discrete
channels of audio to move to and from any MADI capable gear on any
network (including Bridge-TDM) meaning linking proprietary networks
with WheatNet-IP is now possible. Operating as a mix engine-I/O device,
the Console Audio BLADE works directly with select control surfaces to
create a cost-effective, standalone console that’s a CAT-6 cable away
from being networked. And there is a Mix Engine BLADE (included with
the LX-24, E6 and E4 ) that works as the heart of our Control Surfaces.
A very special BLADE, the Aura8-IP Processing BLADE offers 8-channels
of Vorsis Ultra High Resolution Processing to let you process signals
anywhere you like on your network… remote feeds, low-latency
headphones, phone systems, codecs, STL protection, monitors, separate
processing for HD and Internet feeds…the sky’s the limit – and it does it all
for under $500 per channel.

That’s It!
Essentially, you select a control surface and the BLADES you need. Hook
them up with CAT-6 cables to an Ethernet Switch and WheatNet-IP does
the rest. Repeat as needed for each of your studios. All of Wheatstone’s
products, including our world-class control surfaces, are made in the USA
in our New Bern, NC facility. Support is available 24/7/365. Parts, should
you ever need them, are mere hours away. WheatNet-IP is the first
choice for stations looking for next-generation IP network solutions. It is
hands down the most advanced, reliable AND easy-to-use system you’ll
ever use.

Mix Engine BLADE(s) or
Console Audio BLADE(s)

Microphone I/O BLADES

Aura8-IP 8-Channel Processing BLADES

Analog or Analog/Digital I/O BLADES

Vorsis Ultra High Resolution Processing
anywhere in your network from one rack space!
Low Latency
Talent Headphone
Processing

CD/DVD/MP3 Players
Control Room
Monitors

Studio Monitors

Talkshow
Call-Ins

Remote Feed
Conditioning

Hybrids/Codecs

IFB Conditioning

Mic Processing

Digital I/O BLADES
Codec Pre Processing

Multiple
HD Feeds

Satellite Uplink Peak
and Spectral Control

STL Pre-Processing and
Protection-Processing

Web Streams

Network Feeds

Program Feeds

Call-In Phone
Systems

Sweetening Incoming
Commercials and
Newsroom Feeds

Remotes

To/From Other Studios

MADI BLADE

On-Air
Station 2
Audio to/from Bridge-TDM Systems or
any MADI equipped device

Production

4

On-Air
Station 3

On-Air
Station 1

News
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

PARTNERS & WHEATSTONE
It’s our partnerships that open WheatNet-IP to the world

To be truly effective in the radio world, it takes working with the entire
community to make the Intelligent Network all that it can be. We are thankful for
our technology partners and their commitment to seamless interoperation. We
consider it a privilege to work closely with them to achieve superior solutions.

CUSTOM HARDWARE
Case Study: Tieline Genie/WheatNet-IP Interface:

At Wheatstone, it’s always our mission to find the most
open, transparent, partner-friendly solutions; ones that take
the direct design route and lock no one into a proprietary
situation.
• With Tieline, the most efficient way to interface their Genie
codec with WheatNet-IP was to create hardware that
was the same size, shape and specs as their existing
AES board, but with Wheatstone’s Intelligent Network
technology built in.
• Designed and fabricated by Wheatstone, these plug-in
cards are provided to Tieline for installation into their Genie.
• Because Wheatstone uses modular design, universal
standards, and non-patented technology with built-in
provisions for interoperability, it was quick to engineer
and put into production. The result is a seamless,
plug-and-play solution.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE

Wheatstone’s take on software is simple: work with open
standards — such as Linux — to facilitate non-proprietary
solutions that can be easily adapted and modified by
our partners.
• Creating plug-ins and drivers that enable our partners in
automation and other technologies to communicate with
Wheatstone’s Bridge-TDM and WheatNet-IP networks
often requires generating code to handle the process.
Here at Wheatstone we anticipated this in our initial
designs, and the result is that every router, processor,
and control surface we make has been designed from
the ground up for external interface and control by other
devices on a network.
• We’ve developed test applications and provide sample
source code to make it easy for our partners to take full
advantage of the power of these Automation Control
Interfaces (ACIs).
• For embedded applications, Wheatstone’s engineers
provide Linux libraries to our partners to integrate into
their products.
• Due to Wheatstone’s ACIs, libraries, test tools, and source
code, and our adherence to open standards, our partners
have had great success in developing the most innovative
and powerful integration solutions.

MM

PLUG-IN PCI CARDS

Our philosophy is straight-forward: utilize proven, offthe-shelf technology wherever possible to ensure 100%
compatibility with our customers’ existing hardware.
This approach eliminates proprietary lock-out — even with
custom solutions designed to fit our partners’ technical
and physical needs.

SONY

MacroMedia

• Often a systems interface can reside directly on an
off-the-shelf PCI Card with Wheatstone software code
burned onto the card’s programmable logic chip; an ideal
solution with no increase in footprint size for those that use
embedded PC cards in their designs.
• Wheatstone’s built in provisions for 3rd party device
integration and our use of universal standards (IP, TCP,
UDP, IGMP, RTP, NTP, FTP) make these plug-and-play
solutions seamless and easy to adapt into your designs.

6
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CONSOLES/CONTROL SURFACES

LX-24

Advanced Modular Networkable Console Control Surface

The LX-24 is our flagship compact, table-top, modular control surface designed from the ground up to operate
with WheatNet-IP. Its new look and impressive array of features, including a built-in high resolution meter
bridge, make this control surface a great fit in any control room.
While it’s a feast for the eyes, its core design elements
are what make Wheatstone’s LX-24 really stand out. For
starters, it’s conceived for people who work in radio. Pull up
a chair and you’ll feel right at home.
The LX-24’s totally modular design lets you configure it
exactly as you like. And you can hot-swap any module at
any time. There are no electronics in the pan below the
modules – in the event one needs to be replaced, simply
reassign the audio to another module and you’re up and
running in seconds. Pop in a replacement module at your
convenience. It’s that simple.
The LX-24 can be anywhere you need. It’s already part of
the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network – the IP88E Mix Engine
BLADE provides audio mix functionality and can be anyplace
on the network. Additional BLADEs can be added for inputs
and outputs in a variety of digital and analog formats, and
this I/O can be shared with other consoles and devices,
such as AirAura and Aura8-IP, throughout the Intelligent
Network.
The LX-24 is an intelligent surface that can store and recall
all your settings. It even remembers settings if you have to
hot-swap a module. Snapshots of the LX-24’s configuration
can be saved and recalled at the touch of a button, making
setup for different shows or dayparts a snap.
The LX-24 modular control surface has a low-profile, tabletop design that allows it to fit into almost any studio situation.
The meter bridge features up to four sets of bright, high

resolution LED meters, as well as circular LED displays for
auxiliary send levels and pan control. A digital count-up/
count-down timer is also included.
Each input channel can be assigned to four stereo busses,
plus four pre/post-selectable aux sends, a stereo CUE
bus, four mix-minuses and the panel’s own bus-minus.
An LED source name display, an A/B source selector, and
two programmable soft buttons are included and a SET
button provides access to assignable controls in the master
section.
Control room and headphone outputs with level control and
source selection are provided, as well as two independent
studio monitor outputs. Stereo CUE speakers are built into
the meter bridge. Headphones and CUE are delivered to
the surface right from the IP network, so there’s no tying up
BLADE outputs for the headphone and cue audio.
On-board VGA and USB Mouse connectors allow a monitor
and mouse to be connected to the console for configuration
and advanced console functions.
As with all Wheatstone products, the LX-24 is made in
the USA at our New Bern, NC facility and is supported by
Wheatstone on both sides of the country (and around the
world).

• Low-profile table-top design
•M
 eter bridge with up to four bright, high-res LED meter
sets
•E
 ach input channel features:
– Four stereo bus assigns
– Four pre/post-fader aux sends
– Four mix-minuses
– Bus-Minus®
– Source name display
– A/B source selector
– 2 programmable buttons
– Vorsis EQ and Dynamics including 4-band
parametric EQ, High- and Low-Pass filters,
Compressor and Expander/Noise gate
•C
 ontrol room and headphone outputs with level control
and source selection
• Two independent studio outputs
• Stereo cue speakers and amplifier, built-into meter bridge
• Onboard VGA and USB Mouse connectors
• Event storage (snapshots) and recall
• Mix Engine BLADE included

It was time to raise the bar for radio consoles. Who better to
do it than Wheatstone?
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CONSOLES/CONTROL SURFACES

E-6/E-4

Full-Featured Console Control Surfaces

The E-6 brings tremendous horsepower to a very compact footprint. It’s created to bring maximum control
to minimum space with exceptionally intuitive operation. A touchpad and user-supplied monitor allows you
complete access to an incredibly rich range of features.
The E-4 is designed for those applications where a balance of functionality and economy is desired. It’s ideal
for smaller market facilities, news and voice tracking booths, and production rooms where the primary focus is
on the digital workstation. It’s also equally at home in major market, strictly-music operations.

E-Series E-4 and E-6 are console control surfaces that
interface with Wheatstone’s WheatNet-IP networking and
routing system via a single CAT6 cable. No audio is routed
or mixed in the surface itself. As a networked system, the
console can access any source in the entire complex,
sharing remote codecs or bringing up another studio’s
program bus on your console.
A user-supplied high-resolution graphic display monitor
can provide vivid VU and peak level indication, as well as
in-depth control and programming of the console.
The E-6 control surface provides power and functionality
for any radio on-air or production requirement, whether
fast-action news, talk, and network origination, or
major market music. The E-6 is also designed from the
ground up for mixing surround for radio (or even TV). Its
master panel provides comprehensive control of module
functionality as well as monitoring and talkback for two
studios. A popular feature is Vorsis-quality EQ, filtering,
and dynamics processing on every fader!

The E-4 is designed for those applications with more
basic requirements. It’s ideal for smaller market facilities,
news and voice tracking booths, production rooms where
the primary focus is on the digital workstation, and even
major-market strictly-music operations.
Both surfaces provide extensive functionality for telephone
talk and news formats, with four console-wide mix-minus
busses as well as a dedicated mix-minus output from
each channel with a talkback button right above the fader.
E-6 and E-4 surfaces can be intermixed with other
surfaces in the same system, such as the E-1 or
Sideboard. All surfaces include event save and recall.
Set events for the morning show, normal programming,
special events, remotes, weekly shows, whatever you
desire. Easily recall the event to completely reconfigure
the console: sources, bus assignments, and settings. Set
levels of access so that the more experienced operators
can accomplish even the most complex tasks, while
keeping the part-time weekend op out of trouble.

E-6

E-6 and E-4

• Touchpad for control of functions on the VGA monitor

• Surfaces from 4 to 24 input faders

• Dynamics, EQ, high- and low-pass filtering

•G
 raphic VGA display with comprehensive metering,
clock and timer, less frequently accessed control
functions, and for console programming

• Four AUX output busses
•C
 ontrol of source select, pan, mix-minus assign, and
AUX 1-4 send level from the master panel – accessed
by the SET switch on each input channel strip
•T
 wo programmable buttons per input channel strip —
use for hot source select or mode change
•M
 ode display on each input channel strip – stereo,
left, right, mono
•C
 ontrol Room, Headphone, Studio 1 and Studio 2
monitoring controls
• 14 general-purpose programmable buttons

•L
 ED display of active source on every input channel
strip
• Four program busses
• Four assignable global mix-minus busses
• Individual channel mix-minus outputs
• Talkback to mix-minus button on every channel strip
•S
 ET switch to access secondary functions such as
source selection, mix-minus assign, panning
•E
 VENT console snapshot recall and save from the
front panel

E-4
•C
 ontrol of source select, pan and mix-minus assign
from the master panel – accessed by the SET switch
on each input channel strip
•C
 ontrol Room, Headphone, and Studio monitoring
controls
• Four general-purpose programmable buttons

•P
 asscode-protected access for four levels: Intern,
Operator, Production, and Engineering
• Front-panel timer control
•L
 ow-profile design drops into a countertop cutout –
about 2”/4cm above counter top and 3”/8cm below
• Available with optional meterbridge
•E
 xternal rack-mounted power supply; add a second
for redundancy
• Mix Engine BLADE included
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CONSOLES/CONTROL SURFACES

E-1

Self Contained, Ultra Powerful, Cost-Effective Control Surface

With the E-1, we wanted to create a control surface that brings the most popular features of our E-Series to
a self-contained chassis that includes a monitor and trackpad. In doing so, we’ve created a very compact
control surface which, when coupled with our IP88CB Console BLADE creates a complete, standalone
broadcast mixer that’s ready to network whenever you are.

Whether you need to outfit one control room or several,
using minimum space and adhering to a tight budget, the
E-1 is for you. With its small footprint, built-in touch pad,
and full feature set, the E-1 puts the power of a much
larger console into a size appropriate for even the most
cramped news booth or voice tracking room.
Comfortable as a standalone workstation (when used with
an IP88CB) or as a part of the WheatNet-IP network along
side our E-6, E-4 and Sideboard, the E-1 is ready for the
future. The compact E-1 Control Surface Console and
included IP88CB Console Audio BLADE provide all the
networked control, mixing, and I/O needed for small to
mid-sized studios at a price comparable to similar sized
standalone analog consoles.

The E-1 features an integrated LCD Monitor for metering
and control, a streamlined user interface with passwordprotected access to complex functions via LCD display
and touchpad, and 4 Main Mix busses as well as Control
Room and Studio Monitor outputs with selectable sources
from the audio network. Complex mix-minus setups are
made simple thanks to per channel mix-minus outputs
with selectable reference mix and talkback interrupt.
The E-1 is designed and built completely in our New Bern,
NC facility. Utilizing the finest components available - from
the electronic components to the P+G faders – no corners
have been cut to bring you our best at a price that works
for your budget. The way we see it is, regardless of price
point, you deserve the absolute best we can give you.

• Digital Control Surface in new compact frame
• Integrated LCD Monitor for metering and control
•M
 onitor / Channel Display area is angled for
better ergonomics and display view
•S
 treamlined user interface with password
protected access to complex functions via
LCD display and touchpad
• 4 Main Mix Busses
•C
 ontrol Room and Studio Monitor Outputs with
selectable sources from Audio Network
•P
 er Channel mix-minus Output with
Selectable Reference Mix and Talkback Interrupt.
Complex mix-minus setups made simple.
•A
 uto Switching between Off Line Mix and
On-Line mix-minus per channel
• 99 Show Presets
• Includes IP88CB Console Audio BLADE
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CONSOLES/CONTROL SURFACES

AUDIOARTS IP-12
Cost-Effective Modular Control Surface

The IP-12 is the first control surface from our technology partner, Audioarts Engineering, to utilize the
WheatNet-IP intelligent network. Its modular design makes it a breeze to customize as a standalone unit or as
part of the network. The IP-12 is a compact, cost-effective way to get into WheatNet-IP

• 12-fader compact control surface
• 4 stereo program busses
• LED source name displays

The IP-12 offers a great way for a small to medium radio
operation to enter the world of networked audio. By
moving the audio, logic and interface functions out of the
board and into a single rack-space unit called a BLADE,
we are able to provide a significant boost to the flexibility,
power and futurability of this console.
Tapping into the power of WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network
technology through the use of the included IP88CB
Console Audio BLADE, it’s a perfect low-cost, smallfootprint solution. AND it’s a great way to start or expand
a WheatNet-IP network.
The IP-12 starts with a 12-fader control surface that looks
and feels exactly like a self-contained console. Each of the
12 input modules is equipped with an LED source name
display and an A/B source selector whose sources can be
set via a rotary encoder in the master section. Each input

module has access to four program busses and has cue
and talkback switches. A 100mm Penny + Giles long-throw
fader and lighted channel ON/OFF switches round out the
module.
The master section offers control room, studio, and
headphone controls with source selection, as well as an
onboard headphone jack and amplifier. Timer controls,
a master talkback button, and a built-in cue speaker
with volume control are provided. There are four event
switches and six programmable buttons available for user
functions.
The meter bridge has three stereo pairs of bright
30-segment horizontal LED bar graph meters, as well
as an on-board timer with controls located in the master
section.

• LED-illuminated switches
• A/B source selector on each input module
• Guarded channel ON/OFF switches
• Headphone output with built-in amplifier and level control
•C
 ontrol room and studio monitor outputs with independent
source selectors and level controls
• Four event switches
• CUE bus with built-in amplifier and speaker
• Three pairs of bright, 30-segment bargraph meters
• Six programmable buttons
• Individual Channel Mix-Minus outputs with talkback interrupt
• Source Selectable Studio Output with talkback interrupt
• On-board timer
• Includes Wheatstone IP88CB Console Audio BLADE
• Modular control surface design
• Table-top design

F L E X I B L E .

A F F O R D A B L E .

B U I LT

TO

L A S T.
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CONTROL SURFACES

BLADES

SIDEBOARD

IP-88E

Our versatile WheatNet-IP BLADEs each have two built-in 8-channel utility mixers. We’ve designed
SideBoard to allow you to access these utility mixers so you can use them wherever a small,
purpose-driven mixer is needed.

Every nerve center needs a brain. The IP88E is it, handling all of the mixes from Wheatstone E-Series
Console Control Surfaces and the Wheatstone Glass-E Virtual Console.

Tiny, turret-style or rackmount control surface

Each SideBoard fader channel has an ON/OFF switch,
PGM and AUD bus assign buttons, a programmable
button that can be used for source preset, talkback,
etc. and a SET switch for accessing the central source
selection rotary control. Each fader has its own
8-character input source display. The stereo PGM
output is metered with dual 20-segment LED bargraphs.
The monitor section has a headphone output with level
control, and six programmable monitor source hot
buttons for instant selection. There is also a source
encoder knob with a TAKE switch, and an associated
display that, as with the input channels, can access any
signal in the Intelligent Network.

Mix Engine BLADE

•U
 ltra-compact table-top control surface
– Also available as a rackmount control surface
• 8 faders with ON/OFF switches
• PGM and AUD busses
• Source selector with rotary encoder and display
• 20-segment stereo LED bargraph metering
• Headphone output with amplifier and level control
• Six programmable buttons

The IP88E BLADE houses all DSP power for an individual
control surface and distributes the four stereo PGM
busses, four stereo AUX sends, per-channel MIX-MINUS
feeds, monitor outputs, and other bus signals to the
network. Once on the network, they are available as
sources and destinations anywhere. This creates an
extremely flexible system, where program outputs from
one surface can be a source on any other surface; for
example, a news mixer’s program bus as a source on
the air studio surface. While the IP88E doesn’t house
audio I/O, it does include 12 universal logic (GPIO) ports.

• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO) on 2 RJ45
connectors
• Front panel headphone jack
• Front panel LED bargraph metering
• One Gigabit Ethernet port

• Works in conjunction with any WheatNet-IP BLADE
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BLADES

IP-88CB

IP-88A

Designed to work with Wheatstone’s groundbreaking WheatNet-IP IP-based networking system, the IP88CB
provides audio I/O with appropriate connectorization and DSP Mix Engine functions for Wheatstone Control
Surfaces. A single IP88CB is all that’s needed for all but the busiest of studios. When paired with Wheatstone’s E-1
or Audioarts IP-12 control surface consoles, the IP88CB provides an economical standalone/networkable solution.

I/O BLADEs are access points on the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, converting each hardware physical
input — audio or logic — to a data stream on the network, and converting data streams to hardware digital
outputs. They provide the means of interfacing and controlling all of the audio equipment on your network.

Analog I/O BLADE

Console Audio BLADE

The IP88CB is all about convenience. With XLRs for
mic inputs and monitor outputs, 1/4” TRS for sends to
headphone and cue amps, and Studio Hub compliant
RJ45’s for all the general purpose analog and digital
I/O, the IP88CB is essentially a plug and play console
in a box. Just plug the Console BLADE and the control
surface of your choice into an Ethernet switch and
you’re ready to go.

• Integrated I/O Mix Engine BLADE

The IP88CB has an extensive feature list that provides
powerful interface options including AES Inputs, 4
Stereo Analog Inputs, 4 AES Outputs, and 4 Stereo
Analog Outputs on RJ45s, Control Room and Studio
Stereo Analog Outputs on XLRs, 2 Mic Level Inputs
with Gain Trim and switchable Phantom Power on
XLRs, Cue and Headphone outputs on both RJ45 and
1/4” TRS and 12 GPI Logic Ports on RJ45.

• 4 AES Outputs on RJ45

• Front panel headphone jack

•C
 ue and Headphone Outputs on RJ45 and 1/4”
jack

• Front panel LED bargraph metering

All of this I/O and mixing is contained in a single RU
enclosure with extensive front panel metering, status
displays, headphone output, and programming
menu control.

•2
 Mic Preamps with phantom power and gain trim
w/ XLR inputs
• 4 Stereo (8 Mono) Analog Line inputs on RJ45
• 4 AES inputs on RJ45
• 4 Stereo (8 Mono) Analog Line Outs on RJ45

The IP88A is an Analog Input/Output BLADE. It handles
input and output, each with 8 stereo channels, 16 mono
channels, or any combination totaling 16 discrete channels.
It also provides 12 channels of universal logic (GPIO) and
has two built-in 8-channel utility mixers as well as full
routing control to make all signals available anywhere on
the network.

• 16 analog input channels
• 16 analog output channels
• RJ45 connectors for audio (8 in, 8 out)
• D-Sub connectors for audio (2 in, 2 out)
• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO)
on 2 RJ45 connectors

• Built-in routing control

•C
 ontrol Room and Studio Monitor Outputs
on XLRs.

• Two built-in 8-channel utility mixers
• Silence sensing can be applied to any outputs

• 12 Programmable Logic Ports

• One Gigabit Ethernet port

• 1 RU Enclosure
• Front panel metering for all busses and outputs
• One Gigabit Ethernet port
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BLADES

IP-88D

IP-88AD

I/O BLADEs are access points on the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, converting each hardware physical
input — audio or logic — to a data stream on the network, and converting data streams to hardware digital
outputs. They provide the means of interfacing and controlling all of the audio equipment on your network.

I/O BLADEs are access points on the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, converting each hardware physical
input — audio or logic — to a data stream on the network, and converting data streams to hardware digital
outputs. They provide the means of interfacing and controlling all of the audio equipment on your network.

Digital I/O BLADE

The IP88D is an AES Digital Input/Output BLADE. It
handles input and output, each with 8 stereo channels,
16 mono channels, or any combination totaling 16
discrete channels. It also provides 12 channels of
universal logic (GPIO) and has two built-in 8-channel
utility mixers as well as full routing control to make all
signals available anywhere on the network.

Analog/Digital I/O BLADE

• 16 digital input channels (as 8 AES pairs)
• 16 digital output channels (as 8 AES pairs)
• RJ45 connectors for audio (8 in, 8 out)
• D-Sub connectors for audio (2 in, 2 out)
• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO) on 2 RJ45
connectors
• Front panel headphone jack
• Front panel LED bargraph metering

The IP88AD is a combined analog and AES digital input/
output BLADE. It handles input and output, each with 8
stereo channels, 16 mono channels, or any combination
totaling 16 discrete channels. Half of these are analog,
the other half AES digital. This BLADE also provides 12
channels of universal logic (GPIO) as well as full routing
control to make all signals available anywhere on the
network. As with all of our BLADES, there are two eight
channel utility mixers built in, so you could use the
IP88AD all by itself to have a software controlled 8x8
mixing router with AES and Analog I/O.

• 8 digital input channels (as 4 AES pairs)
• 8 analog input channels
• 8 digital output channels (as 4 AES pairs)
• 8 analog output channels
• RJ45 connectors for audio (8 in, 8 out)
• D-Sub connectors for audio (2 in, 2 out)
• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO) on 2 RJ45
connectors

• Built-in routing control

• Front panel headphone jack

• Two built-in 8-channel utility mixers

• Front panel LED bargraph metering

• Silence sensing can be applied to any outputs

• Built-in routing control

• One Gigabit Ethernet port

• Two built-in 8-channel utility mixers
• Silence sensing can be applied to any outputs
• One Gigabit Ethernet port
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BLADES

IP-88M

MADI BLADE

I/O BLADEs are access points on the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, converting each hardware physical
input — audio or logic — to a data stream on the network, and converting data streams to hardware digital
outputs. They provide the means of interfacing and controlling all of the audio equipment on your network.

The MADI BLADE is an access point on the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, converting a 64-channel MADI
input to data streams on the network, and converting data streams to 64-channel MADI outputs. It opens
the door to new functionality for your MADI capable equipment

Microphone I/O BLADE

The IP88M is an Analog Input/Output BLADE with
microphone-level inputs. It has eight built-in microphone
preamplifiers complete with pad, phase switch, and
phantom power. It provides eight analog line-level
outputs as well as 12 channels of universal logic (GPIO)
and has two built-in 8-channel utility mixers as well
as full routing control to make all signals available
anywhere on the network.

High Density Multichannel I/O BLADE

• 8 analog microphone inputs on XLR connectors
• 8 analog output channels
• RJ45 and D-Sub connectors for audio (8 out)
• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO) on 2 RJ45
connectors
• Front panel headphone jack
• Front panel LED bargraph metering
• Built-in routing control
• Two built-in 8-channel utility mixers
• Silence sensing can be applied to any outputs
• One Gigabit Ethernet port

The MADI BLADE bridges the gap between any MADIcapable audio gear or network and the WheatNet-IP
Intelligent Network. With the MADI BLADE, users can
add-on to their existing infrastructure to access audio
via MADI with affordable and proven WheatNet-IP
equipment.
The MADI BLADE makes it possible for Bridge TDM
users to use WheatNet-IP control surfaces and
BLADES with their existing networks to access up to 64
channels of audio. The added functionality and low cost
of WheatNet-IP make this an exceptionally attractive
offering. But its functionality is not limited to Wheatstone
systems. WheatNet-IP can now put to use audio from
ANY system that utilizes MADI.

•C
 oaxial MADI inputs and outputs (1 each)
on BNC connectors
•O
 ne SFP (Small Form-Factor Pluggable)
transceiver slot for fiber connectivity
• 1 2 Universal Logic ports (GPIO) on 2 RJ45
connectors
• Front panel headphone jack
• Front panel LED bargraph metering
• Built-in routing control
• Two built-in 8-channel utility mixers
• One Gigabit Ethernet port

You don’t need a full blown control surface to use the
MADI BLADE. With WheatNet NAVIGATOR, you can
control routing all of your MADI gear in ways that can
breathe new life into your existing infrastructure. Or
use our SIDEBOARD to take advantage of the MADI
BLADE’s built-in utility mixers. The possibilities are
almost limitless.
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AUDIO PROCESSING BLADE

AURA8-IP BLADE
Vorsis Eight-Channel Audio Processing BLADE

What can you do with the Aura8-IP? Virtually anything you want! These are just a few of the ways you might use Aura8-IP.
As a standalone processor, you get eight stereo channels of jaw-dropping Vorsis ultra high resolution processing power
for under $500 per channel. That alone is worth the price of admission. But when you take advantage of Aura8-IP being a
BLADE with its built-in utility mixers, web server, full logic, SNMP messaging and silence detection, and use all that with it’s
8-channels of processing, its power is really unleashed. How many ways can YOU think of to use the Aura8-IP?

Low Latency
Talent Headphone
Processing
Placing a processor everywhere you’d like one has been costly and impractical. Until now. A single Aura8-IP
gives you up to eight processors to use as you wish. Use it as a standalone processor with analog and digital
inputs or make it a part of your WheatNet-IP network. Either way, the Aura8-IP is a powerhouse.

The Aura8-IP occupies a single rack space, but packs an
impressive complement of eight fully independent Vorsis®
multi-band stereo audio processors. Each processing
chain consists of a 4-band parametric equalizer followed
by a crossover and three bands of compression. The
compressors each feed their own limiters, whose outputs
are then fed to a broadband lookahead limiter for tight
peak control. The Aura8-IP has its own local I/O, with four
stereo pairs of AES digital audio and four stereo pairs of
analog line level audio in and out, and can function as a
standalone processing engine. Because it’s a BLADE,
it can also instantly configure itself as part of a new or
existing WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network, making its
processing power available throughout that network.
The Aura8-IP is configured and controlled over Ethernet
using a laptop or desktop computer. Included with the unit
is Wheatstone’s acclaimed “Audio Processing GURU®”
software, which allows easy setup of the processing using
familiar, straightforward controls. Also available is a more
sophisticated control interface called “GUI Pro,” which
provides access to every individual processing parameter
for expert-level adjustments.
As with all BLADES, a routing matrix and routing control
interface are included as well as two 8-channel stereo utility
mixers which can be controlled by WheatNet-IP Navigator
software or by the Sideboard control surface, and can be
used for a wide range of applications.
The Aura8-IP also has a built-in web server, so you can
configure and control locally or remotely without having
to run dedicated software. There’s flexible GPI logic
with 12 universal logic ports, programmable as inputs or
outputs and routable throughout the entire system, SNMP
messaging for alerts, and silence detection on each output
that can trigger alarms or make a routing change.

•8
 complete Vorsis multiband processors,
each with:
- 4-band parametric equalizer
- 3-way crossover
- 3 compressors
- 3 limiters
- Final lookahead limiter
• Two 8-channel utility mixers
•4
 AES digital inputs on RJ45
and “D” connectors

Often, the key to talent turning in
their best performances is what
they hear in their headphones.
Give them a sound that drives
them to brilliance with Aura8-IP.

Mic Processing
Every microphone does a better job when
it’s processed not only for the voice that’s
speaking into it, but for the path it’s taking
on the way to someone’s ears. Aura8-IP
does a superb job processing microphone
audio.

Remote Feed Conditioning

The great and hard thing about radio is that you can
tie the world together on your broadcast. That means
you can have audio flying in from all over. Aura8-IP is
exactly what you need for all of it, at a price that will
make you very happy!

Talkshow Call-Ins
Processing can
make a huge
difference in the
on-air quality
of call-ins on
your talk shows.
Aura8-IP is up to
the task.

IFB Conditioning

Satellite Uplink Peak
and Spectral Control
The key here is keeping signals
under control. Aura8-IP is perfect
for the job, keeping an eye (or ear)
on the peaks as well as ensuring
the spectral range stays consistent.

Clear communications
between director,
engineering and talent is
key to presenting successful
sports and multiple-report
shows. Aura8-IP is perfect
for cleaning up IFB.

Multiple HD
Feeds

Sweetening Incoming
Commercials and
Newsroom Feeds

•4
 stereo analog inputs on RJ45
and “D” connectors
•4
 AES digital outputs on RJ45
and “D” connectors

STL Pre-Processing and
Protection-Processing

•4
 stereo analog outputs on RJ45
and “D” connectors
• Socketed Output Chips
• Rugged Power Supply
• Front Panel Metering
•C
 an be used standalone or as part of
a WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network
• Silence sensing can be applied to any outputs

There are a lot of dedicated STL systems out
there. Or, if you have a WheatNet-IP, it’s the
perfect solution. No matter HOW you handle
STL, let Aura8-IP handle processing to ensure
the audio is optimized for it.

Codec Pre-Processing

• One Gigabit Ethernet port
Audio from codecs is subject to environmental
conditions - at the source and through the
connection. Processing with Aura8-IP can
clean it up nicely.

HD Radio gives you the
option of broadcasting
multiple audio streams of varying quality. Make the
most of each by giving them processing that will make
them stand out.

Web Streams
Whether you are
streaming now or
getting ready to, there’s
no better
investment you can
make in your station than to ensure those streams
sound great. That’s exactly what Aura8-IP does.

24

Keeping your revenue sources
sounding compelling can really
help with audience perception and
acceptance. Aura8-IP is a costeffective solution for ensuring your
entire audio stream sounds SWEET!

Automation
Streams
Wheatstone enjoys
technology partnerships with
the leaders in broadcast today.
Use the AGC in Aura8-IP to keep
your automation streams clean
and under control.

MM
MacroMedia

SONY
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AUDIO PROCESSING

AIRAURA

Digital Spectral Audio Processor

Sculpting your on-air sound is one of the most important things you can do to improve the quality of your
broadcasts. Clean and loud is what you want. While a lot of gear will get you loud, only AirAura will get you that
clean sound that makes music AND voice sound completely natural - even within the same presets. AirAura is
WheatNet-IP plug-and-play. Use it and access it anywhere you like on your Intelligent Network.
The AirAura® audio processor features proprietary AirAura
final clipper technology for cleaner, clearer, more natural
mid and high end detail without smearing, dulling and other
artifacts commonly associated with managing the FM preemphasis curve.

Dual front panel ‘widescreen’ displays show extensive detail
about the processor’s operation. In addition to real-time
measurement of input, output, and RMS (loudness) output
levels, its comprehensive metering also shows all gain
reduction activity.

AirAura’s 2.0 upgrade features the latest Vorsis Bass
Management System (VBMS) with new Bass Tools
for adding “floor” feel to the bottom end. It creates a
virtual subwoofer in the 40Hz-90Hz range to give your
listeners bass they can feel – perfect for CHR and Urban
programmers.

AirAura accepts audio feeds from three different kinds of
sources: Analog, AES3, or WheatNet-IP. Just as AirAura
is WheatNet aware, so too are the WheatNet-IP BLADEs.
Each AirAura input may be configured for automatic failover
in the event of an unplanned audio outage.

Also new in AirAura’s 2.0 upgrade is Speech Smart™
technology – a new way to manage the multiband AGC
and compressor to keep speech sounding perfectly clean
and natural – without any of that ‘scooped-out’ missingpresence sound the other processors are infamous for.
Its advanced multiband AGC/SST (Sweet Spot Technology)
delivers incredibly smooth and unobtrusive gain and spectral
control during widely varying incoming program levels, and
the AGC boasts separately adjustable low and high interband coupling algorithms for serious sonic sculpting.

U L T R A

H I G H

Specialized analysis functions exclusive to Vorsis® offer
an astonishing overview of input or processed audio. And
for ultimate flexibility, AirAura gives you remote processor
control via wired Ethernet or integrated WiFi connectivity.
AirAura gives you the sound that keeps happy listeners
calling with compliments. Add a host of fresh factory presets
that take advantage of all the new technology and you’ve
got the best processor in ANY market! AirAura is completely
designed and built in Wheatstone’s New Bern, NC USA
plant.

R E S O L U T I O N

•N
 ew AirAura 2.0 Speech Smart™ technology for
keeping speech sounding perfectly natural
•N
 ew AirAura 2.0 Vorsis Bass Management System
(VBMS) Bass Tools for creating bass you can feel
• New AirAura 2.0 presets
• New proprietary “AirAura” final clipper technology
•A
 dvanced multiband AGC/SST
(Sweet Spot Technology)
• Dual front panel ‘widescreen’ displays
• Input audio via Analog, AES3, and WheatNet-IP
•R
 emote processor control via wired
Ethernet or integrated WiFi connectivity
•S
 pecialized audio analysis functions, including FFT
and oscilloscope analysis of input or processed
audio, Energy vs. Frequency display of input or
processed audio, 3-D plotting of audio spectral
content vs. time, Spectral Dynamic Range
metering, and activity display of clipper’s distortion
masking algorithm

P R O C E S S I N G
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SOFTWARE

WHEATNET-PC

NAVIGATOR

AoIP Software BLADE

Administration and Control Software

The WheatNet-IP Driver is software which allows bi-directional streaming of PC audio to and from a
WheatNet-IP network via an Ethernet port on the computer.
Install WheatNet-PC on automation PCs to allow them
to play audio to the entire WheatNet-IP network without
using a sound card, and control console functions
such as channel on/off without the need for separate
control wiring. There is a huge savings in hardware cost
because there’s no need for an expensive sound card
or the associated wiring time and complexity.
There are many more uses for WheatNet-PC: Install it
on news reporters’ computers to allow them to record
and edit any audio in the system. Install it on program
directors’ and managers’ computers to allow them to
listen to system sources directly on their computers,
limiting their selection lists to only those sources you
authorize.

•A
 vailable in single (stereo) channel, four stereo
pair, and eight stereo pair versions.
• ASIO-compliant version under development.
•V
 ersions included on the CD for Windows XP and
Windows 7.
WheatNet-IP NAVIGATOR is administration software that is installed on a PC running Windows®. It can be
accessed directly on the WheatNet-IP network or remotely over VNC.
While much of the basic configuration of WheatNet-IP
can be done easily from a BLADE’s front panel,
WheatNet-IP NAVIGATOR offers a more convenient
way to do comprehensive system configuration, to enter
source and destination names, perform other system
setup functions, program salvos and macros, and control
audio paths (cross-points). You can also control and
monitor real-time levels.

four copies of WheatNet-IP NAVIGATOR at the same time
to monitor and control the system from multiple locations
simultaneously.
Every hardware BLADE also includes a built-in web server,
so you can use a standard web browser to perform many
of the functions of WheatNet-IP NAVIGATOR.

 hen connected, WheatNet-IP NAVIGATOR continuously
W
queries the network so that it’s always showing the
current configuration and status. You can even run up to
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ACCESSORIES AND ADD-ONS

VMI AND GLASS-E SOFTWARE

GP SERIES CONTROL PANELS

Ultimate Remote Access - For Use Where You Don’t Need A Physical Control Surface

Panels and controllers for expanding and customizing

We all know the devil is in the details. Putting the right
controls in front of your talent will put the finishing touches
on a well designed facility. To that end Wheatstone provides
you with a series of exceptionally functional panels.

GP8

GP8 and GP16 Panels
More than simple switch arrays, these 8 and 16 button panels
come with their own scripting wizard. At the simplest level they
can do source selection, push-to-talk, and preset/salvo activation.
But the intelligence in each panel allows them to query the entire
network and make switching decisions based on what they find.
Conditional switching using Boolean logic functions allows for
complex switching scenarios such as IF Studio B has requested
the airchain, AND Studio A has acknowledged, THEN fire the
Studio Change salvo.

GP16

GP3

GP3 Panel
A straightforward headphone panel with either hi or lo-z level
control, 1/4" headphone jack and a programmable switch with LED
tally (typically used for the COUGH function). Connectorized with
both RJ45 and Phoenix screw terminals.

GP4

GP4 Panel
A 4 button switch array for remote mic functions (typically ON, OFF,
COUGH, TALKBACK). Interfaces with any available BLADE GPIO
ports. Of course, all four switches are fully programmable for other
functions as well.

GP
TURRET

GP Turret
A compact desktop turret designed to house up to three (or six in
our doublewide version) GP Panels.
The Wheatstone Touch
THE WHEATSTONE
TOUCH

Our protocol allows us to interface with commercially available third
party touchscreens. You can create customized touch panels that
are perfect for your application.
Wheatstone’s Glass-E is the ultimate remote access tool. Use it where you don’t need a physical control
surface, or to augment one that already exists. Think of it as a glass cockpit for your control room.

With our E-Series Virtual Mixer Interface, you can place mixing
consoles in places they’d never fit. A single rack space is all
you need to give you the full power of an E-Series Control
Surface without actually having one.
The brains behind it is our optional Glass-E software. With it,
any of our control surfaces can be controlled remotely. Use
GLASS-E to take command of the console from anywhere
that has network access to the system – ideal for running the
board from a remote or for assisting an unfamiliar operator
from the engineer’s home!

HBX8-R Controller
An eight button rackmounted source controller for rapid access to eight
preprogrammed sources. An encoder knob with associated display also
allows access to any signal on the network.

XYE-R IP Controller
A rackmounted controller with full dialup source and destination control.
Any signal accessible in a networked system is fully programmable.
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